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Into the Storm
A major new history of the Third Reich that explores the German
psyche

Before the Storm (World of Warcraft)
A “practical and thought provoking” study of the ancient military
tactic known as the phalanx—the classic battle formation used in
historic Greek warfare (The Historian). In ancient Greece, warfare
was a fact of life, with every city brandishing its own fighting force.
And the backbone of these classical Greek armies was the phalanx
of heavily armored spearmen, or hoplites. These were the soldiers
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that defied the might of Persia at Marathon, Thermopylae and
Plataea and—more often than not—fought each other in countless
battles between the Greek city-states. For centuries they were the
dominant soldiers of the classical world, in great demand as
mercenaries throughout the Mediterranean and Middle East. Yet,
despite the battle descriptions left behind and copious evidence in
Greek art and archaeology, there are still many aspects of hoplite
warfare that are little understood or the subject of fierce academic
debate. Christopher Matthew’s groundbreaking work combines
rigorous analysis with the new disciplines of reconstructive
archaeology, reenactment, and ballistic science. He examines the
equipment, tactics, and capabilities of the individual hoplites, as
well as how they used juggernaut masses of men and their long
spears to such devastating effect. This is an innovative reassessment
of one of the most important early advancements in military tactics,
and “indispensable reading for anyone interested in ancient warfare
(The New York Military Affairs Symposium).

Eye of the Storm
“A remarkable debut, in which fiction vividly portrays specific
events in history.”—Booklist (starred review) “This powerful and
important debut is a story for our time.” —Library Journal (starred
review) From an immensely talented new voice in international
fiction, a sweeping tour de force that seamlessly interweaves five
love stories that, together, chronicle sixty years of Bangladeshi
history. Shahryar, a recent PhD graduate and father of nine-year-old
Anna, must leave the US when his visa expires. In their last
remaining weeks together, we learn Shahryar’s history, in a village
on the Bay of Bengal, where a poor fisherman and his wife are
preparing to face a storm of historic proportions. That story
intersects with those of a Japanese pilot, a British doctor stationed
in Burma during World War II, and a privileged couple in Calcutta
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who leaves everything behind to move to East Pakistan following
the Partition of India. Inspired by the 1970 Bhola cyclone, in which
half a million-people perished overnight, the structure of this
riveting novel mimics the storm itself. Building to a series of
revelatory and moving climaxes, it shows the many ways in which
families love, betray, honor, and sacrifice for one another. At once
grounded in history and fantastically imaginative, The Storm
explores the humanity that connects us beyond the surface
differences of race, religion, and nationality. It is an epic novel in
the tradition of Khaled Hosseini’s The Kite Runner and Rohinton
Mistry’s A Fine Balance, by a singularly gifted and perceptive new
writer.

The Edge of the Fall: A Novel (The Storms of War)
Junger's great book matter-of-factly conveys the mysterious
glamour of war, the exhilaration of its excess and intensity and, not
least, the undeniable glory of men bravely preparing for battle as for
"some terrible silent ceremonial that portends human sacrifice."

Storm Coming
How far did personality affect the grand strategy of the Second
World War? Award-winning historian Andrew Roberts lays bare
the four political masters and military commanders of the Western
Allies - Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, General George C.
Marshall and Lord Alanbrooke - between Pearl Harbour and VEDay, coming to a number of startling conclusions. Employing
verbatim accounts of Churchill's War Cabinet meetings never
before reporduced in book form, as well as using the private papers
of sixty-seven contemporaries of the four men, the inside story is
told of the great war wartime conferences, explaining why and how
the Allies attacked when and where they did. The two masters
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(Churchill and Roosevelt) and two commanders (Marshall and
Alanbrooke) were strong-willed and tough-minded and each was
certain that he knew best how to win the war. Yet in order to get
their strategies adopted, each needed to persuade at least two of the
other three, and certainly not be so outmanouvered that he ever
found himself in a minority of one. Roberts reveals the dynamic
behind the collective decisions upon which the lives of millions
ultimately depended.

Eye of the Storm
"Roberts'spopulist approach makes for a rollicking good read and
never comes at theexpense of accuracy. His mastery of the huge
variety of subjects is trulyimpressive and his ability to marshal these
subjects into a single compellingnarrative stunning." —The Daily
Telegraph Hailedby The Economist as “Britain’s finest military
historian” forbestsellers such as Masters and Commanders and
Waterloo, AndrewRoberts offers a magisterial new history of World
War II and the Axis strategythat led the Germans and Japanese to
their eventual defeat. Perfect for readershoping to gain new insight
into WWII’s pivotal battles and campaigns, fromDunkirk to D-Day,
The Storm of War is a powerful, penetrating, andcompulsively
readable examination of the causes, currents, and consequences
ofthe Second World War.

A History of the English-Speaking Peoples since 1900
In his brilliant, bestselling novels, Tom Clancy has explored the
most timely military and security issues of our generation. Now he
takes readers deep into the operational art of war with this insightful
look at one of the greatest American military triumphs since World
War II: the Gulf War.
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A Sky Beyond the Storm
Prepare for the jaw-dropping finale of Sabaa Tahir's beloved New
York Times bestselling An Ember in the Ashes fantasy series, and
discover: Who will survive the storm? Picking up just a few months
after A Reaper at the Gates left off The long-imprisoned jinn are on
the attack, wreaking bloody havoc in villages and cities alike. But
for the Nightbringer, vengeance on his human foes is just the
beginning. By his side, Commandant Keris Veturia declares herself
Empress, and calls for the heads of any and all who defy her rule.
At the top of the list? The Blood Shrike and her remaining family.
Laia of Serra, now allied with the Blood Shrike, struggles to recover
from the loss of the two people most important to her. Determined
to stop the approaching apocalypse, she throws herself into the
destruction of the Nightbringer. In the process, she awakens an
ancient power that could lead her to victory--or to an unimaginable
doom. And deep in the Waiting Place, the Soul Catcher seeks only
to forget the life--and love--he left behind. Yet doing so means
ignoring the trail of murder left by the Nightbringer and his jinn. To
uphold his oath and protect the human world from the supernatural,
the Soul Catcher must look beyond the borders of his own land. He
must take on a mission that could save--or destroy--all that he
knows.

The Howling Storm
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An all-new, official prequel
novel to The Battle for Azeroth, Blizzard Entertainment’s next
expansion to the critically acclaimed World of Warcraft videogame.
Azeroth is dying. The Horde and the Alliance defeated the demonic
Burning Legion, but a dire catastrophe is unfolding deep below the
surface of the world. There is a mortal wound in the heart of
Azeroth, struck by the sword of the fallen titan Sargeras in a final
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act of cruelty. For Anduin Wrynn, king of Stormwind, and Sylvanas
Windrunner, warchief of the Horde and queen of the Forsaken,
there is little time to rebuild what remains and even less to mourn
what was lost. Azeroth’s devastating wound has revealed a
mysterious material known as Azerite. In the right hands, this
strange golden substance is capable of incredible feats of creation;
in the wrong ones, it could bring forth unthinkable destruction. As
Alliance and Horde forces race to uncover the secrets of Azerite and
heal the wounded world, Anduin enacts a desperate plan aimed at
forging a lasting peace between the factions. Azerite jeopardizes the
balance of power, and so Anduin must gain the trust of Sylvanas.
But, as ever, the Dark Lady has her own machinations. For peace to
be possible, generations of bloodshed and hatred must be brought to
an end. But there are truths that neither side is willing to accept and
ambitions they are loath to relinquish. As Alliance and Horde alike
grasp for the Azerite’s power, their simmering conflict threatens to
reignite all-out war—a war that would spell doom for Azeroth. Praise
for Before the Storm “This is easily the best book in the World of
Warcraft series, and I don’t say that lightly. . . . It’s so much more
than a tie-in novel. . . . It’s a beautiful book.”—Blizzard Watch

The Shattered Lens
Traditional histories of the Civil War describe the conflict as a war
between North and South. Kenneth W. Noe suggests it should
instead be understood as a war between the North, the South, and
the weather. In The Howling Storm, Noe retells the history of the
conflagration with a focus on the ways in which weather and
climate shaped the outcomes of battles and campaigns. He further
contends that events such as floods and droughts affecting the
Confederate home front constricted soldiers’ food supply, lowered
morale, and undercut the government’s efforts to boost nationalist
sentiment. By contrast, the superior equipment and open supply
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lines enjoyed by Union soldiers enabled them to cope successfully
with the South’s extreme conditions and, ultimately, secure victory
in 1865. Climate conditions during the war proved unusual, as
irregular phenomena such as El Niño, La Niña, and similar
oscillations in the Atlantic Ocean disrupted weather patterns across
southern states. Taking into account these meteorological events,
Noerethinks conventional explanations of battlefield victories and
losses, compelling historians to reconsider long-held conclusions
about the war. Unlike past studies that fault inflation, taxation, and
logistical problems for the Confederate defeat, his work considers
how soldiers and civilians dealt with floods and droughts that beset
areas of the South in 1862, 1863, and 1864. In doing so, he
addresses the foundational causes that forced Richmond to make
difficult and sometimes disastrous decisions when prioritizing the
feeding of the home front or the front lines. The Howling Storm
stands as the first comprehensive examination of weather and
climate during the Civil War. Its approach, coverage, and
conclusions are certain to reshape the field of Civil War studies.

The Storm of War
The creator of the award-winning podcast series The History of
Rome and Revolutions brings to life the bloody battles, political
machinations, and human drama that set the stage for the fall of the
Roman Republic. The Roman Republic was one of the most
remarkable achievements in the history of civilization. Beginning as
a small city-state in central Italy, Rome gradually expanded into a
wider world filled with petty tyrants, barbarian chieftains, and
despotic kings. Through the centuries, Rome's model of cooperative
and participatory government remained remarkably durable and
unmatched in the history of the ancient world. In 146 BC, Rome
finally emerged as the strongest power in the Mediterranean. But
the very success of the Republic proved to be its undoing. The
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republican system was unable to cope with the vast empire Rome
now ruled: rising economic inequality disrupted traditional ways of
life, endemic social and ethnic prejudice led to clashes over
citizenship and voting rights, and rampant corruption and ruthless
ambition sparked violent political clashes that cracked the once
indestructible foundations of the Republic. Chronicling the years
146-78 BC, The Storm Before the Storm dives headlong into the
first generation to face this treacherous new political environment.
Abandoning the ancient principles of their forbearers, men like
Marius, Sulla, and the Gracchi brothers set dangerous new
precedents that would start the Republic on the road to destruction
and provide a stark warning about what can happen to a civilization
that has lost its way.

The Storm Clouds of War
A groundbreaking account of how Britain became the base of
operations for the exiled leaders of Europe in their desperate
struggle to reclaim their continent from Hitler, from the New York
Times bestselling author of Citizens of London and Those Angry
Days When the Nazi blitzkrieg rolled over continental Europe in the
early days of World War II, the city of London became a refuge for
the governments and armed forces of six occupied nations who
escaped there to continue the fight. So, too, did General Charles de
Gaulle, the self-appointed representative of free France. As the only
European democracy still holding out against Hitler, Britain became
known to occupied countries as “Last Hope Island.” Getting there,
one young emigré declared, was “like getting to heaven.” In this
epic, character-driven narrative, acclaimed historian Lynne Olson
takes us back to those perilous days when the British and their
European guests joined forces to combat the mightiest military
force in history. Here we meet the courageous King Haakon of
Norway, whose distinctive “H7” monogram became a symbol of
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his country’s resistance to Nazi rule, and his fiery Dutch
counterpart, Queen Wilhelmina, whose antifascist radio broadcasts
rallied the spirits of her defeated people. Here, too, is the Earl of
Suffolk, a swashbuckling British aristocrat whose rescue of two
nuclear physicists from France helped make the Manhattan Project
possible. Last Hope Island also recounts some of the Europeans’
heretofore unsung exploits that helped tilt the balance against the
Axis: the crucial efforts of Polish pilots during the Battle of Britain;
the vital role played by French and Polish code breakers in cracking
the Germans’ reputedly indecipherable Enigma code; and the flood
of top-secret intelligence about German operations—gathered by
spies throughout occupied Europe—that helped ensure the success of
the 1944 Allied invasion. A fascinating companion to Citizens of
London, Olson’s bestselling chronicle of the Anglo-American
alliance, Last Hope Island recalls with vivid humanity that brief
moment in time when the peoples of Europe stood together in their
effort to roll back the tide of conquest and restore order to a broken
continent. Praise for Last Hope Island “In Last Hope Island [Lynne
Olson] argues an arresting new thesis: that the people of occupied
Europe and the expatriate leaders did far more for their own
liberation than historians and the public alike recognize. . . . The
scale of the organization she describes is breathtaking.”—The New
York Times Book Review “Last Hope Island is a book to be
welcomed, both for the past it recovers and also, quite simply, for
being such a pleasant tome to read.”—The Washington Post “[A]
pointed volume . . . [Olson] tells a great story and has a fine eye for
character.”—The Boston Globe

A Storm of Spears
This “engrossing” (The Wall Street Journal) national bestseller and
true “heartbreaking tale of tragedy and redemption” (Hampton
Sides, bestselling author of Ghost Soldiers) reveals how a
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discovered diary—found during a brutal World War II
battle—changed our war-torn society’s perceptions of Japan. May
1943. The Battle of Attu—called “The Forgotten Battle” by World
War II veterans—was raging on the Aleutian island with an Arctic
cold, impenetrable fog, and rocketing winds that combined to create
some of the worst weather on Earth. Both American and Japanese
forces tirelessly fought in a yearlong campaign, with both sides
suffering thousands of casualties. Included in this number was a
Japanese medic whose war diary would lead a Silver Star–winning
American soldier to find solace for his own tortured soul. The
doctor’s name was Paul Nobuo Tatsuguchi, a Hiroshima native
who had graduated from college and medical school in California.
He loved America, but was called to enlist in the Imperial Army of
his native Japan. Heartsick, wary of war, yet devoted to Japan,
Tatsuguchi performed his duties and kept a diary of events as they
unfolded—never knowing that it would be found by an American
soldier named Dick Laird. Laird, a hardy, resilient underground coal
miner, enlisted in the US Army to escape the crushing poverty of
his native Appalachia. In a devastating mountainside attack in
Alaska, Laird was forced to make a fateful decision, one that saved
him and his comrades, but haunted him for years. Tatsuguchi’s
diary was later translated and distributed among US soldiers. It
showed the common humanity on both sides of the battle. But it
also ignited fierce controversy that is still debated today. After forty
years, Laird was determined to return it to the family and find peace
with Tatsuguchi’s daughter, Laura Tatsuguchi Davis. Pulitzer
Prize–winning journalist Mark Obmascik “writes with tremendous
grace about a forgotten part of our history, telling the same story
from two opposing points of view—perhaps the only way warfare
can truly be understood” (Helen Thorpe, author of Soldier Girls).

The Storm Before the Storm
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Five very different sisters team up against their stepbrother to save
their kingdom in this Norse-flavored fantasy epic—the start of a new
series in the tradition of Naomi Novik, Peter V. Brett, and Robin
Hobb. FIVE ROYAL SISTERS. ONE CROWN. They are the
daughters of a king. Though they share the same royal blood, they
could not be more different. Bluebell is a proud warrior, stronger
than any man and with an ironclad heart to match. Rose’s heart is
all too passionate: She is the queen of a neighboring kingdom who
is risking everything for a forbidden love. Ash is discovering a
dangerous talent for magic that might be a gift—or a curse. And then
there are the twins—vain Ivy, who lives for admiration, and zealous
Willow, who lives for the gods. But when their father is stricken by
a mysterious ailment, these five sisters must embark on a desperate
journey to save him and prevent their treacherous stepbrother from
seizing the throne. Their mission: find the powerful witch who can
cure the king. But to succeed on their quest, they must overcome
their differences and hope that the secrets they hide from one
another and the world are never brought to light. Because if this
royal family breaks, it could destroy the kingdom. The saga
continues in . . . SISTERS OF THE FIRE Praise for Daughters of
the Storm “[Daughters of the Storm] is a twisty high fantasy . . .
exploring political machinations and the relationships between
sisters; betrayal lurks at every turn.”—The Washington Post “This
fantastic series opener, powered by an engaging, female-led cast of
characters, is riveting from page one right through to the end, with
almost every scene bringing new excitement and intrigue. All of the
five leading women are richly drawn, with distinct voices and
multidimensional personalities that never slip into caricature. [Kim]
Wilkins sketches these royals with nuance and sensitivity, making
even the vexing characters like careless Ivy and the villainous
Wylm feel worthy of our sympathy. . . . Wilkins has struck gold
with her thrilling high fantasy world. Book two can’t arrive soon
enough!”—RT Book Reviews “Readers who enjoy epic journeys and
strong female protagonists will enjoy Wilkins’s first installment of
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her new Sisters of the Fire series.”—Booklist

Last Hope Island
Explores the relationship between the French emperor Napoleon
Bonaparte and the Duke of Wellington prior to and in the aftermath
of the Battle of Waterloo, the most decisive battle of the nineteenth
century.

War Storm
Prize-winning British historian tells the story of the Englishspeaking peoples in the 20th century Winston Churchill's History of
the English-Speaking Peoples ended in 1900. Andrew Roberts,
Wolfson History prizewinner has been inspired by Churchill's
example to write the story of the 20th century. Churchill wrote:
'Every nation or group of nations has its own tale to tell. Knowledge
of the trials and struggles is necessary to all who would comprehend
the problems, perils, challenges, and opportunities which confront
us today 'It is in the hope that contemplation of the trials and
tribulations of our forefathers may not only fortify the Englishspeaking peoples of today, but also play some small part in uniting
the whole world, that I present this account.' As the greatest of all
the trials and tribulations of the English-speaking peoples took
place in the twentieth century, Roberts' book covers the four worldhistorical struggles in which the English-speaking peoples have
been engaged - the wars against German Nationalism, Axis
Fascism, Soviet Communism and now the War against Terror. But
just as Churchill did in his four volumes, Roberts also deals with the
cultural, social and political history of the English global diaspora.

Ravens in the Storm
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'His book is timely and a triumph. Roberts manages to convey all
the reader needs to know about two men to whom battalions of
biographies have been devoted' EVENING STANDARD Adolf
Hitler and Winston Churchill were two totally opposite leaders both in what they stood for and in the way in which they seemed to
lead. Award-winning historian Andrew Roberts examines their
different styles of leadership and draws parallels with rulers from
other eras. He also looks at the way Hitler and Churchill estimated
each other as leaders, and how it affected the outcome of the war. In
a world that is as dependent on leadership as any earlier age,
HITLER AND CHURCHILL asks searching questions about our
need to be led. In doing so, Andrew Roberts forces us to re-examine
the way that we look at those who take decisions for us.

Hitler and Churchill
Soaring high above the fields and cities of Europe and Asia as well
as the vast expanse of the Pacific, Allied and Axis pilots engaged in
a deadly battle for control of the skies in World War II. Whoever
won the skies would win the war. Published in association with the
National Museum of World War II Aviation, Storm of Eagles is a
fully illustrated coffee-table book that brings together classic as
well as never-before-seen wartime images. Compiled by one of the
world's premier aviation photographers and historians, this
remarkable volume is a must-have for anyone interested in World
War II aviation.

The Lotus and the Storm
*One of Bloomberg's Best Books of the Year* The master
geopolitical forecaster and New York Times bestselling author of
The Next 100 Years focuses on the United States, predicting how
the 2020s will bring dramatic upheaval and reshaping of American
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government, foreign policy, economics, and culture. In his riveting
new book, noted forecaster and bestselling author George Friedman
turns to the future of the United States. Examining the clear cycles
through which the United States has developed, upheaved, matured,
and solidified, Friedman breaks down the coming years and decades
in thrilling detail. American history must be viewed in
cycles--particularly, an eighty-year "institutional cycle" that has
defined us (there are three such examples--the Revolutionary
War/founding, the Civil War, and World War II), and a fifty-year
"socio-economic cycle" that has seen the formation of the industrial
classes, baby boomers, and the middle classes. These two major
cycles are both converging on the late 2020s--a time in which many
of these foundations will change. The United States will have to
endure upheaval and possible conflict, but also, ultimately,
increased strength, stability, and power in the world. Friedman's
analysis is detailed and fascinating, and covers issues such as the
size and scope of the federal government, the future of marriage and
the social contract, shifts in corporate structures, and new cultural
trends that will react to longer life expectancies. This new book is
both provocative and entertaining.

The Soviet Strategic Offensive in Manchuria, 1945
"Overy's book is easily the best account of Europe's descent
intodeath and destruction." --Evening Standard (London) A
brilliantly concise narrative of the days leading to the outbreak of
history's greatest conflagration, 1939 takes readers hour by hour
through the nail-biting decisions that determined the fate of
millions. Richard Overy, a leading historian of the period,
masterfully recreates the jockeying for advantage that set Europe's
greatest powers on a collision course. Would Stalin join Hitler in a
bid to divide Poland and flout the West? Would Britain and France
succeed in forcing Germany to reason? And how far would a
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defiant Poland push its claim to exist? In the summer of 1939, the
course of events was anything but assured, as this exceptionally
absorbing book drives home.

Masters and Commanders
Originally published in 1920, The Storm of Steel is a first-hand
account of World War I trench combat lifted from the diaries of
Ernst Jünger, a German infantryman who would become one of
Europe's most talented writers. The book was first translated into
English in 1929 by Basil Creighton, the acclaimed translator of
many other classic works of German literature, and was widely
hailed as a masterpiece. The Storm of Steel remains the definitive
account of World War I, following Jünger through several major
engagements as he develops from an eager young soldier into a
battle-hardened officer. Subsequent revisions by the author removed
many of the original editions' vivid descriptions of battle, along
with his reflections on leadership, patriotism, and the nature of
heroism, while later translations failed to compare to the original's
compelling and readable prose. The original translation eventually
fell out-of-print, and is now being made available for the first time
in decades to allow a new generation of readers to experience the
classic that introduced millions to one of Europe's greatest voices.

Leadership in War
This critical examination of the final Soviet strategic offensive
operation during World War II seeks to chip away at two generally
inaccurate pictures many Westerners have of the war. Specifically,
Westerners seem to think that only geography, climate, and sheer
numbers negated German military skill and competency on the
eastern front, a view that relegates Soviet military accomplishments
to oblivion.
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Masters and Commanders
The sumptuous and powerful conclusion to the gender-fluid duet
begun by The Brilliant Death, hailed in a starred review by Kirkus
as "a delicious and magical intrigue too tempting not to devour." By
turns thrilling, witty, and heartbreaking, this dramatic conclusion to
the Brilliant Death duet transports us to a Vinalia on the verge of
transformation and radiates with the electric power of love. With
her power over magic finally in hand, and her love for Cielo at last
confessed, Teodora di Sangro should be on top of the world. But the
country of Vinalia is in chaos as the dictator like Capo threatens to
plunge them all into war and capture every strega in the
land--including Teo and Cielo. Teo knows she can't take down the
Capo alone. She must convince a small band of streghe who have
been hiding in plain sight to join her in the cause. But as she
struggles to bring them together, she discovers a far deadlier enemy
than the Capo has been hunting her all along. Now
everyone--especially Cielo--is in danger. What lengths will Teo go
to in order to unite her country and save the one she loves?

The German War
From New York Times bestselling author Kate Williams, the new
novel in The Storms of War trilogy finds young Celia de Witt
embracing the Roaring Twenties in postwar London. In the
aftermath of the Great War, the De Witt family is struggling to
piece together the shattered fragments of their lives. Rudolf and his
wife Verena, still reeling from the loss of their second son, don't
know how to function in the post-war world. Stoneythorpe Hall has
become an empty shell with no servants to ensure its upkeep. Celia,
the de Witt's youngest daughter, is still desperate to spread her
wings and see more of the world. To escape Stoneythorpe and the
painful secrets that lie there, she moves to London and embraces
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life and love in the Roaring Twenties.

Brothers, Rivals, Victors
It was a long way for Wilmer Plate, from piloting a two-seater off a
grass strip in Crane, Texas, to serving as an aircraft commander of a
B-24 heavy bomber on a combat mission over Oldenburg,
Germany, on May 30, 1944 with the lives of ten men depending on
him. Wilmer Plate has not written a history book, he has painted a
picture of life as it was for ordinary people faced with extraordinary
challenges--Back cover.

The Storm of Life
“One of the great stories of the American military.”—Thomas E.
Ricks, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Generals The intimate
true story of three of the greatest American generals of World War
II, and how their intense blend of comradery and competition
spurred Allied forces to victory. Dwight Eisenhower, George Patton
and Omar Bradley shared bonds going back decades. All three were
West Pointers who pursued their army careers with a remarkable
zeal, even as their paths diverged. Bradley was a standout infantry
instructor, while Eisenhower displayed an unusual ability for
organization and diplomacy. Patton, who had chased Pancho Villa
in Mexico and led troops in the First World War, seemed destined
for high command and outranked his two friends for years. But with
the arrival of World War II, it was Eisenhower who attained the role
of Supreme Commander, with Patton and Bradley as his
subordinates. Jonathan W. Jordan’s New York Times bestselling
Brothers Rivals Victors explores this friendship that waxed and
waned over three decades and two world wars, a union complicated
by rank, ambition, jealousy, backbiting and the enormous stresses of
command. In a story that unfolds across the deserts of North Africa
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to the beaches of Sicily, from D-Day to the Battle of the Bulge and
beyond, readers are offered revealing new portraits of these iconic
generals.

The Storm of Heaven
Peter Ratcliffe served in the SAS for twenty-five years. Blooded in
Oman in the 1970s, he also saw action in Northern Ireland, in the
Falklands War, and in the Gulf campaign. From his early days in
the Paras to his time as Regimental Sergeant-Major in the Gulf, he
has lived and fought by the motto 'Who Dares Wins'. Eye of the
Storm is his insider's account of that exceptional career. Fastpaced,
earthy, dramatic, funny, occasionally disturbing, it is laced with
firsthand descriptions of ferocious and bloody fighting, sudden
death and incredible heroism, and peopled with a cast of
extraordinary individuals. Beyond that, however, it corrects many
of the distortions and exaggerations of other books, and explodes
several long-standing myths about the Regiment. Here - at last - is
the authentic voice of the SAS. This enhanced edition contains
additional audio and text material: - Audio Recording of an SAS
Firefight in Oman, 1973 - The Little Book of SAS by Peter
Ratcliffe, an extensive glossary of SAS terms

Red Storm Rising
In 1964, Carl Oglesby, a young copywriter for a Michigan-based
defense contractor, was asked by a local Democratic congressman
to draft a campaign paper on the Vietnam War. Oglesby's report
argued that the conflict was misplaced and unwinnable. He had
little idea that its subsequent publication would put him on a fast
track to becoming the president of the now-legendary protest
movement Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). In this book,
Oglesby shares the triumphs and tribulations of an organization that
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burgeoned across America, only to collapse in the face of
surveillance by the U.S. government and infighting. As an SDS
leader, Oglesby spoke on the same platform as Coretta Scott King
and Benjamin Spock at the storied 1965 antiwar demonstration in
Washington, D.C. He traveled to war-ravaged Vietnam and to the
international war crimes tribunal in Scandinavia, where he met with
Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir. He helped initiate the
Venceremos Brigade, which dispatched thousands of American
students to bring in the Cuban sugar harvest. He reluctantly
participated in the protest outside the 1968 Democratic National
Convention and was a witness for the defense at the trial of the
Chicago Seven the following year. Eventually, after extensive
battles with those in SDS who saw its future more as a vanguard
guerrilla group than as an open mass movement, Oglesby was
drummed out of the organization. Shortly after, it collapsed when
key members of its leadership quit to set up the Weather
Underground. This beautifully written and elegiac memoir is rich in
contemporary echoes as America once again must come to terms
with an ill-conceived military adventure abroad. Carl Oglesby
warns of the destructive frustrations of a peace campaign unable to
achieve its goals. But above all, he captures the joyful liberation of
joining together to take a stand for what is right and just -- the
soaring and swooping of a protest movement in full flight, like
ravens in a storm.

Storm of Steel
For fans of Atonement, Birdsong, and Downton Abbey, the first of
three novels about a privileged British family enduring the trials of
World War I, from New York Times bestselling author Kate
Williams. In the idyllic early summer of 1914, life is good for the
de Witt family. Rudolf and Verena are planning the wedding of
their daughter Emmeline, while their eldest son, Arthur, is studying
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in Paris, and Michael is just back from his first term at Cambridge.
Celia, the youngest of the de Witt children, is on the brink of
adulthood and secretly dreams of escaping her carefully mapped-out
future and exploring the world. But the onslaught of war changes
everything and soon the de Witts find themselves sidelined and in
danger of losing everything they hold dear. As Celia struggles to
make sense of the changing world around her, she lies about her age
to join the war effort and finds herself embroiled in a complex plot
that puts not only herself but those she loves in danger. With
gripping detail and brilliant empathy, Kate Williams tells the story
of Celia and her family as they are shunned by a society that
previously embraced them, torn apart by sorrow, and buffeted and
changed by the storms of war.

Storm of Eagles
The Shattered Lens is the fourth action-packed fantasy adventure in
the Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series for young readers by the
#1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson. These
fast-paced and funny novels are now available in deluxe hardcover
editions illustrated by Hayley Lazo. Alcatraz Smedry is up against a
whole army of Evil Librarians with only his friend Bastille, a few
pairs of glasses, and an unlimited supply of exploding teddy bears
to help him. This time, even Alcatraz's extraordinary talent for
breaking things may not be enough to defeat the army of Evil
Librarians and their giant librarian robots. “An excellent choice to
read aloud to the whole family. It's funny, exciting, and briskly
paced.” —Nancy Pearl on NPR'S Morning Edition At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Storm on Our Shores
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The Fight for the Galaxy is On! Earth's Posleen invasion is
contained¾at a huge cost in human blood and anguish. Now hardnosed commander Mike O'Neal discovers that he's saved our world
only to unwittingly lead humanity into slavery. It's another twist of
the knife in the human back courtesy of those wannabe Masters of
the Universe, the Darhel. But the Darhel are about to experience an
even nastier revelation of their own. For there are other
universes¾universes with occupants so ravenous they make the
Posleen horde seem like a Boy Scout troop. Occupants with the
mind-bending power to open a door between realities¾and invade a
certain double-spiral galaxy like the plague! As war turns to rout
and slaughter, the Darhel have no choice but to beg the one man
who hates them more than anything to lead the counter-attack.
General O'Neal, welcome to your destiny. The galaxy that betrayed
you is now depending on you for salvation! At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). At long last ¾ the latest and greatest entry in military
SF master John Ringo's ground-breaking "Posleen War" series, and
a direct sequel to his New York Times best-seller Hell's Faire. "If
Tom Clancy were writing SF, it would read much like John Ringo."
¾Philadelphia Weekly Press. "[Combines] fast-moving battle
scenes with vignettes of individual courage and sacrifice." ¾Library
Journal on New York Times and USA Today best-seller John
Ringo's "Posleen War" saga.

1939
It is April of 1861. The shocking events at Fort Sumter are having
devastating effects on Alexander Swaney, living on his family farm
in Pennsylvania just a few miles north of the border with western
Virginia. He watches as Virginia fights its own civil war, as the
disaffected western counties, long neglected by Richmond, attempt
to secede from the rest of the state. Their political struggle produces
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the first land conflicts of the larger War of the Rebellion, involving
the future military giants George McClellan, Stonewall Jackson,
and Robert E. Lee fighting in the rugged mountains of western
Virginia, soon to be a new state.As events sweep Alexander along
in their path, he struggles to maintain some control over his destiny.
Should he volunteer to join the Union army and fight to preserve the
land he loves, but leave behind the girl he hopes to marry, as well as
his family, at the mercy of marauders and bushwhackers? Adding to
Alexander's confusion is the fact that Sophia isn't sure she's ready to
marry him, and a rival for her affections is on the scene in the form
of his unpatriotic cousin Tip, a rake who has had his eye on
Sophia.Fortunately, Alexander has a close friend in Harry Hagans, a
young pastor who also feels the call to arms from his desire to bring
an end to slavery. As the storms of war bear down on them, Harry
and Alexander share a convoluted journey, ultimately arriving at
their military home, the 1st Regiment of Loyal Virginia Volunteer
Cavalry, later to become the 1st West Virginia Volunteer Cavalry.
Along the way, their friendship is threatened when Harry reveals a
dark secret that shakes Alexander's trust. A detailed glimpse into a
portion of Civil War history largely unknown, Storm Coming is a
luminous story of a young man's coming of age and the birth of a
new state out of the storms of war.

The Storm
When Moslem fundamentalists destroy a key Soviet oil complex,
the Russians initiate a plan of diplomatic trickery for their seizure of
Persian Gulf oil

The Storms of War: A Novel (The Storms of War)
A lyrical novel of love and betrayal in the aftermath of the fall of
Saigon—from the author of Monkey Bridge A singular work of
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witness, inspiration, and courage, The Lotus and the Storm marks
the welcome return of Lan Cao’s pitch-perfect voice, telling the
story only she can tell. Four decades after the war, Vietnam’s
flavors of clove and cinnamon have been re-created by a close-knit
refugee community in a Virginia suburb. But the lives of Minh and
Mai, father and daughter, are haunted by ghosts, secrets, and the
loss of their country. During the disastrous last days in Saigon, in a
whirl of military signals and helicopter evacuations, Mai never had
a chance to say goodbye to so many people who meant so much to
her. What happened to them? How will Mai cope with the trauma of
war—and will the thay phap, a Vietnamese spirit exorcist, be able to
heal her?

We Ride the Storm
Masters and Commanders describes how four titanic figures shaped
the grand strategy of the West during the Second World War. Each
was exceptionally tough-willed and strong minded, and each was
certain that he knew best how to win the war. Yet each knew that he
had to win at least two of the others over in order to get his strategy
adopted. The book traces the mutual suspicion and admiration, the
rebuffs and the charm, the often explosive disagreements and wary
reconciliations which resulted.

The Storm of Steel
The #1 New York Times bestselling Red Queen series comes to a
stunning conclusion in War Storm. VICTORY COMES AT A
PRICE. Mare Barrow learned this all too well when Cal’s betrayal
nearly destroyed her. Now determined to protect her heart—and
secure freedom for Reds and newbloods like her—Mare resolves to
overthrow the kingdom of Norta once and for all . . . starting with
the crown on Maven’s head. But no battle is won alone, and before
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the Reds may rise as one, Mare must side with the boy who broke
her heart in order to defeat the boy who almost broke her. Cal’s
powerful Silver allies, alongside Mare and the Scarlet Guard, prove
a formidable force. But Maven is driven by an obsession so deep, he
will stop at nothing to have Mare as his own again, even if it means
demolish everything—and everyone—in his path. War is coming, and
all Mare has fought for hangs in the balance. Will victory be enough
to topple the Silver kingdoms? Or will the little lightning girl be
forever silenced? In the epic conclusion to Victoria Aveyard’s
stunning series, Mare must embrace her fate and summon all her
power . . . for all will be tested, but not all will survive. And don’t
miss Broken Throne: A Red Queen Collection, featuring three
brand-new novellas and other exclusive content, coming in April!

The Storm Before the Calm
With the city of Rome devastated by the eruption of Vesuvius and
the Eastern Empire threatened by an invasion of desert tribes and by
the vengeful plots of the Persian sorcerer Dahak, Rome's only hope
lies in finding a skilled sorcerer to battle the encroaching evil and in
the efforts of a elderly general to forge a new legion. Reprint.

Broken Throne: A Red Queen Collection
Return once more to the deadly and dazzling world of Red Queen in
Broken Throne, a beautifully designed, must-have companion to the
chart-topping series from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Aveyard. The perfect addition to the #1 New York Times
bestselling Red Queen series, this gorgeously designed package
features three brand-new novellas, two previously published
novellas, Steel Scars and Queen Song, and never-before-seen maps,
flags, bonus scenes, journal entries, and much more exclusive
content. Fans will be delighted to catch up with beloved characters
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after the drama of War Storm and be excited to hear from brandnew voices as well. This stunning collection is not to be missed!

Napoleon and Wellington
A comparison of nine leaders who led their nations through the
greatest wars the world has ever seen and whose unique
strengths—and weaknesses—shaped the course of human history,
from the bestselling, award-winning author of Churchill and
Napoleon “Has the enjoyable feel of a lively dinner table
conversation with an opinionated guest.” —The New York Times
Book Review Taking us from the French Revolution to the Cold
War, Andrew Roberts presents a bracingly honest and deeply
insightful look at nine major figures in modern history: Napoleon
Bonaparte, Horatio Nelson, Winston Churchill, Adolf Hitler, Joseph
Stalin, George C. Marshall, Charles de Gaulle, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, and Margaret Thatcher. Each of these leaders
fundamentally shaped the outcome of the war in which their nation
was embroiled. Is war leadership unique, or did these leaders have
something in common, traits and techniques that transcend time and
place and can be applied to the essential nature of conflict?
Meticulously researched and compellingly written, Leadership in
War presents readers with fresh, complex portraits of leaders who
approached war with different tactics and weapons, but with the
common goal of success in the face of battle. Both inspiring and
cautionary, these portraits offer important lessons on leadership in
times of struggle, unease, and discord. With his trademark verve
and incisive observation, Roberts reveals the qualities that doom
even the most promising leaders to failure, as well as the traits that
lead to victory.

Daughters of the Storm
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As an empire dies, three warriors will rise. They will have to ride
the storm or drown in its blood. "An exciting new author in
fantasy." —Mark Lawrence, author of Red Sister Seventeen years
after rebels stormed the streets, factions divide Kisia. Only the firm
hand of the god-emperor holds the empire together. But when an
unexpected betrayal destroys a tense alliance with neighboring
Chiltae, all that has been won comes crashing down. In Kisia,
Princess Miko Ts'ai is a prisoner in her own castle. She dreams of
claiming her empire, but the path to power could rip it, and her
family, asunder. In Chiltae, assassin Cassandra Marius is plagued
by the voices of the dead. Desperate, she accepts a contract that
promises to reward her with a cure if she helps an empire fall. And
on the border between nations, Captain Rah e'Torin and his warriors
are exiles forced to fight in a foreign war or die. War built the
Kisian Empire. War will tear it down. We Ride the Storm is the epic
launch of a bold and brutal fantasy series, perfect for readers of
Mark Lawrence, John Gwynne, and Brian Staveley. Praise for The
Reborn Empire: "Imaginative world building, a pace that builds
perfectly to a heart-pounding finale and captivating characters.
Highly recommended." —John Gwynne, author of The Faithful and
the Fallen "A complex tale of war, politics, and lust for power."
—The Guardian The Reborn Empire We Ride the Storm We Lie
with Death For more from Devin Madson, check out: The
Vengeance Trilogy The Blood of Whisperers The Gods of Vice The
Grave at Storm's End
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